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Abstract—Supply chain networks often experience various
internal and external events that lead to shipment failures.
Despite advancements in various machine learning models, the
problem of avoiding service level failures remains intricate and
hard to solve. While multiple attempts have been made by various
researchers to make supply chains resilient, this is still an open
problem. Moreover, explainability in the ﬁeld of machine learning
is a challenging task that assists in decision formation along with
transparency.
We develop a machine learning pipeline with gradient boosted
decision trees to mitigate service level failures in supply chains.
Our framework is simple, easy to implement, and provides a
promising result. It provides explainability to prevent service level
failure in time sensitive supply chains such as food manufacturing. Our model can be used for rapid deployment with stateof-the-art prediction accuracy while establishing trust within the
decision-makers.
Index Terms—Supply chain management, machine learning,
explainable AI, gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT), light
gradient boosting machine (LightGBM), extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Forecasting supply and demand is a common problem in
supply chain optimization. In 2001, Nike ousted its $400
million demand forecasting software due to various prediction
issues [1] while in 2014, Walgreen, a famous drugstore, replaced their existing Chief Financial Ofﬁcer due to forecasting
error to the tune of $ 1 billion [2]. Good forecasting of
demand or sales amount plays a crucial role in the supply
chain network. It reduces excess inventory while streamlining
the manufacturing processes. While any future prediction is
never perfect, a good forecast helps avoid the overestimation of
inventory and also checks underestimation leading to sales cut.
Forecasting errors occur primarily due to two main reasons.
Firstly, drastic deviation in demand, transportation time or
production problems, and secondly due to poor integration,
lack of understanding between individual features and weak
coordination.
Supply chain is a complex network involving various independent modules [3], [4]. Breaking the entire commerce
problem into multiple components helps scale production
but it also introduces the problem arising due to lack of
coordination. Even a minor misalignment results in fatal sales
978-1-7281-2547-3/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE

error. Perishable commodities are affected the most due to
such slips.
Particularly, forecasting in a supply chain network is a very
challenging problem and multiple attempts were made in the
recent past. Especially, in the food industry overestimation
leads to resource wastage primarily for products with low
shelf-lives while underestimation leads to a shortage in supply
leading to an increase in the illegal high sales price. In [5],
Papadopoulos et al. stressed the importance of a sustainable
model for operations management which balances the consequences of economic and environmental factors. With the
recent advances in the ﬁeld of Machine Learning (ML) and
the growing availability of data, the supply chain problem has
become a leading problem to solve in operations research.
[6], [7] studied on the effect and mitigation of circumstances
leading to disruption in the supply chain network and [8],
[9] examined multiple demand forecasting models and its
associated risk analysis.
In this work, we present a model that uses decision trees
to predict future order completion while considering major
factors and their interactions. We attempt to provide prediction with model explainability and magnitude of failure. Our
model takes sales data upon which we perform multiple ML
techniques to forecast sales value and provide detailed insight
into the role of each feature for such a prediction. This insight
helps industries to act on actionable issues immediately to
improve their sales in the future.
We begin by describing the vital algorithms used in our
model followed by the sequence of their application. The
major contribution of our work can be summarized as:
• Develop a decision tree based efﬁcient and lightweight
sales forecasting model
• Provide actionable insights associated with the decisions
• Evaluate and validate our results on the industry dataset
The remaining of the paper is organized as follow: Section II
provides an overview of relevant research, Section III provides
necessary preliminaries for understanding our model, Section
IV describes our methodology. Section V presents experiments
and evaluation of our approach and ﬁnally, we provide our
conclusion and future work in Section VI.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Supply chain network has myriad of problems [4] and
most of these difﬁculties are interlinked thereby turning even
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the simplest and small-scaled implementation can be quite
challenging in the long run. Various industries and research organizations perform numerous studies to overcome such challenges. Kaggle, an online competition platform for machine
learning applications has seen a signiﬁcant rise in contribution
to similar problems and their solutions. While forecasting is
quite an established research area in itself, effective planning
and mitigation of existing and expected problems are also
gaining popularity. Zage et al. in [10] investigated the potential
cause of risk in such networks. Using spectral analysis on big
data traces from the e-commerce domain, they attempt towards
identifying fraudulent vendors. Initially, using a fraudulentaccomplice strategy, they establish a graph-based network that
is fed into a semi-supervised clustering algorithm eventually
labeling an anomalous behavior as that of a fraudulent vendor. Similarly, Fan et al. in [11] describe a Supply Chain
Risk Management (SCRM) framework which continuously
monitors system performance and reports any emerging risk.
Such a risk detection framework helps to initiate immediate
and speedy planning actions. However the above-mentioned
work is mostly theoretical and provides system understanding
for developing a similar setup. George Baryannis et al. in
[12] describes the importance prediction based on model
interpretability. They deﬁne a generic model for a selective
predictive framework which emphasizes on individual feature
importance. Using their framework they draw a comparison
between performance and model explainability and its tradeoff. Bruzzone and Orsoni in [13] were among the very few to
incorporate Artiﬁcial Neutral Network for understanding the
trade-off involved in different areas of network design. They
demonstrated the correlation between logistic variables and
supply chain costs as well as showed the effectiveness and
ﬂexibility of their model.
Eventually, a number of studies were performed in understanding the risk factors involved in the decision process.
Papadopoulos.et al. [5] underlines the role of an abundance of
data towards increasing system resilience and the signiﬁcance
of quality information, swift trust, and public-private partnership for enhancing toughness. Paul et al. [14] and Schmitt [15]
provided multiple solutions visualizing and mitigating such
risky situations.
The aforementioned works attempts towards addressing different problems occurring in SCN, whereas our work provides
a completely different alternative in solving sales attainability
prediction problem and understanding the factors involved in
a poor outcome. We provide a framework which is an assimilation of various popular ML techniques in tandem offering
reliable and actionable decision. Our framework is modular
and researchers can exploit numerous ML frameworks using
a similar architecture.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we primarily discuss few basic ML methods
used in our model.

A. Gradient Boosted Decision Trees
Gradient Boosted Decision Trees [16] (GBDT) is a decision
support tool that uses an ensemble of decision trees built
and optimized using boosting. Moreover utilizing gradient
descent, GBDT converges toward the best possible ensemble
of decision trees that are used to predict for a possible
consequence. Decision trees are tree-like data structures with
non-leaf nodes comprising of threshold values while leaf nodes
contain a predicted outcome. Decision trees can be used for
both regressions as well as classiﬁcation examples. In the case
of classiﬁcation, GBDT uses log-likelihood to predict the class
label.

Fig. 1. Sample illustration of GBDT algorithm with 3 trees

Figure 1 provides an abstract understanding of the GBDT
algorithm. Each iteration churns out an optimized decision tree
and the residual error caused by this tree is improved upon
while building the next decision tree. These set of decision
trees together forms the core for GBDT. Each iteration walks
closer toward ﬁnding a local minimum. Local minima (or
minimum) is a point in the iteration chain that produces the
least residual error. The learning rate (alpha) is used to scope
the effect of each decision tree‘s output. Smaller the learning
rate, the slower the objective function converges. Iteration
steps depend on either the number of decision trees required
or until no optimal set of trees could be formed henceforth.
The ﬁnal prediction uses these ensembles of trees to form a
prediction for a given test input. Due to the non-continuous
nature of the objective function, GBDT‘s are resilient towards
an unbalanced dataset. This was the prime reason for selecting
GBDT as the core of our ML model.
B. Correlation
Correlation (or covariance ) function determines the similarity between two entities [17]. Correlation function helps
in determining how do features interact among themselves.
In practice, correlation helps determine interaction among the
features and is often recommended to ﬁlter off trivial features
thus helping reduce dataset dimensionality. We used correlation among features to help reduce our dataset dimension
thereby improving the training duration.
Autocorrelation (ACF) [18] and Partial-autocorrelation
(PACF) [18] are two predominant techniques often used in
time series analysis. ACF is a mathematical tool for ﬁnding
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recurrent similarity which is often hidden due to the presence
of noise or other factors. ACF helps reveal periodic similarities
or correlations over the entire time-domain thus assisting in
selecting a suitable time lag window. Moreover, randomness
in data could be identiﬁed using ACF and if the time-series is
found to be periodic then it helps in selecting the best timeseries model.
While PACF is also an auto-correlation function but its
not complete since it removes the existing correlation before
comparing for next lag. PACF differs from ACF as it ﬁnds
the residuals, which survives even after removing earlier
correlations before comparing it with the subsequent lags.
PACF is important as it helps discover hidden information in
the time-domain which ACF fails to detect.
In general, performing correlation analysis among the features followed by making ACF and PACF analysis helps
reveal much vital information hidden in a simple time-series
dataset. It is often better to reduce features that are highly
correlated among themselves as it helps avoid multicollinearity
issues. Since our use-case involves time-series prediction thus
employing these techniques in primary phases beneﬁts our
model as discussed in the later section.
C. Model Explainability
In recent days, ML models have advanced quite impressively due to the high availability of data and huge computing
power. Nevertheless, if the model cannot be explained well
then even a fancy AI model could cause some serious problems. In critical times if researchers and developers cannot
troubleshoot their model‘s performance then it would lead
to critical failures. This is where the importance of model
explainability comes into play.
In 1953, Shapley [19] values were introduced to solve such
a problem and they are largely inspired by the question “Can
payoffs be justiﬁed and fairly distributed in a coalition ? ”.
Shapley values, a method from coalition game theory, helps
to determine the importance of each feature towards the model.
For example, consider a team of 3 members namely X, Y, and
Z are involved in the completion of a project. Furthermore,
assume all three members have not joined the team at the same
time. In such a case, one simple division of payoffs could be
to consider the duration of work done by each individual. But,
most of the time, such calculation is not justiﬁed.
In game-theory involving coalition, such complications
could be resolved reasonably well [20]–[22]. While the maths
involved in doing so is quite complex but in simple words,
it could be understood as taking the average contribution of
all possible sequences of developers joining to project. For
example, if Y joins the project after X then the contribution
of Y could be calculated by considering the amount of work
left at the time of joining along with the overlapping skills
with Z, Y could have brought in before Z joined. Ideally, such
calculation is quite time-consuming as all combinations must
be considered before concluding. Moreover, using the concept
of determining justiﬁed payoff for each contribution, their

importance towards the coalition could also be determined
[20].
Shapley value of a feature value towards its contribution
could be expressed as (adapted from [21]) :
 |S|! (p − |S| − 1)!
ϕi (v) =
(v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S)) (1)
p!
S⊆N \{i}

where, S is the subset of features used, N is the set of
feature vector, p is the number of features and v is the
prediction of feature value in set S.
To the best of our knowledge, to date Shapley value is the
only mathematical expression which deﬁnes the three axioms
of interpretability:
• Dummy player: If the feature does not have any role towards the model‘s prediction then its contribution should
be 0
• Substitutability: If the over two features add the same
marginal value then they possess substitutability.
• Additivity: The sum of all contributions in the individual
subset should match the overall contribution towards the
entire set.
Overall, the better the model could be explained the stronger
the conﬁdence arises in the model. In [22], Lundberg et al.
had recently proposed a model that uses an approximation of
Shapley values for a model. In Section 4, we show the use of
his framework to improve our model‘s explainability.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
Figure 2 provides a high-level view for our prediction
model. In this section, we explain each phase involved in our
model along with examples.

Fig. 2. Model-ﬂow

As in all machine learning practices, the ﬁrst step starts
with cleaning, pruning, and modifying our dataset. We aggregated daily entries into a weekly summary for each category.
In general, the supply chain network involves various subcomponents. Figure 3 shows the common blocks involved in
the entire chain. The network begins with order forecasts based
on historical requests. Since request forecast is a common
problem and multiple research attempts have been made, we
majorly focus on fulﬁllment prediction. Along with forecasted
value, the current requests must also be considered for future
time-frame. It must be noted that these requests could be
canceled a few days before the production phase thus forecast
model should accommodate such behavior as best as possible.
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Moreover, we restrict the time-horizon to 2 weeks from
present-day since the accuracy of prediction decreases the
further one moves in the future. We prepare a consolidated
record with primary columns such as material, plant, calendar
week, forecast, order-request, order-shipped, and production.

Fig. 3. Supply Chain Network

Since our dataset primarily involved time-series distribution,
we proceeded with basic exploratory analysis. For all the features, we introduced a time lag of 5 weeks. We then discarded
the entries which contained NA values and performed a crosscorrelation analysis as well as ACF and PACF to determine
individual feature lags. The primary objective of such exercise
was to uncover hidden relationships within and among the
features. This also provides an overview of the rough time-drag
one must consider before applying advanced ML techniques.
Once the adequate time-drag is determined, we re-framed
our dataset with individual features containing its relevant drag
as well as dropping a few features which displayed high correlation among themselves. We also added columns for request
fulﬁllment on a per week basis. This allowed us to apply
binary classiﬁcation as we had two classes. In actuality, such
datasets are generally not well balanced. Synthetic Minority
Oversampling Technique or SMOTE [23] is a popular data
augmentation technique often used for addressing imbalanced
classiﬁcation. We used SMOTE to augment minority classes
leading to an (almost) balanced dataset.
GBDT are among few models which handle imbalanced
dataset quite well and also provide good explainability since
it uses decision trees at its core. Apart from providing a
prediction on the order fulﬁllment, we also wanted to predict
the magnitude by which shipment could fall short off. We used
2 variants of GBDT with ﬁrst for classiﬁcation while the later
meant for regression. As shown in ﬁgure 2, each model was
treated with a k-fold cross-validation step. The parameter k
along with all other hyper-parameters were determined using
Grid-Search CV. We used both models to reach a decision.
Moreover, most GBDT model provides prediction probability
signifying the strength of the decision. Since both, the models
perform independently, their outcome would certainly not be
in sync with each other.
The problem at hand is basically to predict the order
fulﬁllment in a given time horizon and in case of failure
to determine the quantity with which would the industry
be falling short off. Algorithm 1 shows our model selection
procedure. We begin with our prediction dataframe, Xprediction
and the trained models for classiﬁcation (modelclassiﬁcation ) as

Algorithm 1: Predict order fulﬁllment for future
time-horizon
Input: Xprediction , modelclassif ication , modelregression
Result: Prediction frame with magnitude and
probability
1 foreach record ∈ dataframe do
2
magnitude ← modelregression
3
prob ← modelclassif ication
4
class ← modelclassif ication
5
if prob ≤ threshold & class = fullﬁll then
6
prob ← 100 - prob
7
class ← not-fullﬁll
8
else if class = fullﬁll & magnitude ≤ margin then
9
prob ← modelregression
10
class ← not-fullﬁll
11
end
12

well as for regression (modelregression ). The algorithm iterates
over each record in Xprediction to predict the reachability of
the sales order. A predetermined threshold (threshold) and
tolerance margin (margin) is ﬁxed before the prediction stage.
Please note, these variables could be changed after model
training thus providing ﬂexibility to the analyst over their
decision-making process. The viability of the order, (denoted
as class) is determined using modelclassiﬁcation along with its
probability, prob while modelregression provides the magnitude
of the predicted shipment. If prob is less than the provided
threshold or the shortfall of shipment (denoted as magnitude)
is less than margin but class is labelled as fullﬁll, then we
adjust the prob and ﬂip the label. This is done for the
entire Xprediction . As a result, with a reasonably good estimate
of shipping prediction and magnitude, our framework helps
analysts and sales representatives to understand the gravity of
a problem and take timely actions.
Frameworks such as SHAP [22], ELI5 [24], Plotly [25]
are used to understand the black-box model. SHAP [22]
framework provides a summary plot and dependency graph
for each feature thus describing their contribution towards
model prediction. For each speciﬁc decision being made, the
SHAP framework provides individual feature contributions
along with their impact, either positively or negatively towards
the ﬁnal verdict. ELIF5 takes a step further by magnifying
granular details as well as returning a dataframe. Plotly renders
this dataframe into much simpler waterfall representation.
With the insight of such frameworks, one could perform a
better and more reliable feature engineering across the entire
structure. Finally, we exported our results in various formats
for easier and ﬂexible dashboard integration.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the application of our
model in a real-world industry dataset. We applied our model
on the historical record for sales and delivery for RICH‘s
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food products1 . The implementation was done using Jupyter
Notebook. Due to privacy issues, we would not provide the
dataset but rather will present the experimental results and
conclusion on the same. However, our approach is generic
and can be applied in different circumstances.

(a) Order time series

Fig. 5. Cross Correlation among features

(b) Forecast time series
Fig. 4. Auto Correlation and Partial Auto Correlation

As mentioned in section IV, data cleansing and pruning
were followed by exploratory analysis. Our dataset is associated with the supply chain network for food products but
a similar approach and understanding could be applied to
varied use cases as well. Figure 4 and Figure 4 shows the
interaction within the features. It provides an overview of
ACF and PACF performed on order and forecast quantity
respectively. Moreover, it was evident that a time drag of
2 weeks carried most of the hidden information. This was
further apparent when cross-correlation was performed across
all features with a time lag of 4 weeks which is presented in
Figure 5.
We used ELI52 along with Plotly3 to explain for any
possible sales failure. Figure 6 explains our prediction for the
shipment viability of a product in the future. We predicted
the possibility to meet the order demand and explained the
negative factors in the red bar with their possible magnitude
of impact. Ignoring the signiﬁcant contribution done by the
production plant, we found the Ord.qty 0 (Order quantity
for the said week) had the second most detrimental effect
1 https://www.richs.com/
2 https://eli5.readthedocs.io/
3 https://plotly.com/

Fig. 6. Overall contribution towards attainability prediction for a product in
future

along with the low Inventory.Cases 1 (Inventory cases for
the previous week) and Forecast 1 (Forecast projection for
the previous week). While Inventory.Cases 0 (Inventory stock
for the said week) has a weak favorable role towards the
aggregated negative projection. With further analysis, it was
found that the order quantity was signiﬁcantly high while
the inventory stock and order forecast, estimated the previous
week, were pretty low. This was the prime reason for such
low prediction due to possibly a risky future order-shipment
target. With such insight, analysts and sales managers could
immediately ramp up their production, therefore, easing out
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the negative factors in play. However it must be noted, in
the supply chain industry, such production ramp-up must be
given with reasonable heads-up to account for the time taken
in raw material procurement and transportation among various
production and distribution centers.

TRUE
LABEL

Fail
Pass

PREDICTED LABEL
LightGBM
XGBoost
Fail
Pass
Fail
Pass
4460
428
4209
679
467
4319 1007
3779

CatBoost
Fail
Pass
4345
543
737
4049

TABLE I
C ONFUSION M ATRIX

We evaluated our model using LightGBM [26], XGBoost
[27], and CatBoost [28]. 5-fold cross-validation (CV) with
grid-search was used for parameter tuning in both classiﬁcations as well as regression activities. With the intention to understand the splitting ratio as well as to tune the hyperparameter, we performed a basic grid search cross-validation exercise
with the folds set to 5. It must be noted that we performed
these exercises to obtain the optimal parameter, however, given
the fact that these exercises are both time and computeintensive, such parameter tuning was performed during the
weekends which are comparatively less occupied. We split
our dataset into a 60:20:20 ratio for training, validation, and
testing respectively. Since the dataset was severely imbalanced
with a positive-negative sample proportion of 99:1 thereby we
employed SMOTE. Minority balancing was performed leading
to a 67:33 positive-negative sample distribution.

LightGBM
XGBoost
CatBoost

F1
0.91
0.82
0.86

ROC
0.91
0.83
0.87

Precision
0.71
0.70
0.69

GBDT
RF
DART

F1
0.91
0.68
0.89

ROC
0.91
0.76
0.89

Precision
0.89
0.99
0.88

Recall
0.91
0.51
0.89

TABLE III
F1 AND AUC SCORE FOR VARIOUS OBJECTIVES IN L IGHT GBM

using Gradient-based One-Side Sampling (GOSS) since it
lacks a stable convergence during optimization for every
execution. GBDT convergences pretty fast with signiﬁcantly
higher evaluation scores while model training with DART
takes considerably longer time which made us choose GBDT
as the default booting type.
Precision and recall are among the most important parameters for the benchmark. While precision provides the accuracy
of the result, recall reveals the percentage coverage for the
identiﬁed classes over the entire dataset. Figure 7 and table
II draws a comparison for both these metrics on all the three
models.

Recall
0.95
0.94
0.92

TABLE II
F1 AND AUC SCORE
Fig. 7. Precision and Recall

Table I shows the confusion matrix for GBDT, XGBoost,
and CatBoost during the classiﬁcation phase. LightGBM outperformed and it was followed by CatBoost while XGBoost
performed the worst. XGBoost‘s classiﬁcation contained a
signiﬁcant amount of false positives. LightGBM held the best
F1 score as well as the AUC value. CatBoost came pretty
close while XGBoost performed the worst. Such behavior
often is due to the missing categorical feature evaluation in the
XGBoost framework which is present in both LightGBM as
well as CatBoost. While LabelEncoder and one-hot encoding
does provide a workaround to the problem but LightGBM
handles categorical features much better [29].
We experimented using various boosting types provided
by LightGBM. The results in the table III demonstrates
the strength of Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT).
Dropouts Meet Additive Trees (DART) came pretty close
to GBDT in terms of F1 and AUC score while Random
Forest (RF) performed the worst. Please note, we avoided

Interestingly, XGBoost came pretty close to LightGBM
while CatBoost performed the worst among the three in
terms of precision. But it must be noted that ﬁne-tuning
XGBoost takes a considerable amount of time and memory
while CatBoost is fairly simple in terms of using an optimal
hyperparameter selection. LightGBM provides a balance between these two tools and often provides the best return with
the least amount of time invested.
While these metrics and evaluations do provide developers
ease of implementing decision tree models, it does require
a careful understanding of hyperparameter tuning. We found
LightGBM with GBDT boosting type to be the simplest
model to implement. With the beneﬁt of categorical feature
integration baked right into its framework, tuning and testing
with LightGBM is signiﬁcantly easy for beginners along with
being efﬁcient. Nevertheless, with signiﬁcant time invested in
parameter optimization, XGBoost often leads the race but also
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comes at a steep cost of the compute usage. Technology grows
exponentially faster. Even the most well-established companies
must adapt to a high return-on-investment (ROI) model to
survive such cut-throat race and LightGBM provides the best
bang for bucks with best results in relatively less time.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach towards strategically solving a critical problem in the supply chain network. We
explained the most common problem faced by data analysts
involved in the decision-making process for any supply chain
network and provided a possible solution to help ease the
process. We presented our prediction and estimation system
that builds conﬁdence for easier adoption. Using a famous food
industry dataset and various model explainability framework,
we provided possible explanations that could help the user.
These experiments conﬁrmed that Gradient Boosted Decision Trees using the LightGBM framework along with Shapley values provides explainability towards a decision being
made using fairly basic model architecture. Such models,
being relatively simple and easy to implement, saves time,
and bolster vital decision-making processes. We believe our
framework is broad, performs within acceptable error margin,
and assists various other decision-making problems. However,
continued efforts are needed to explainable decision-making
models more robust and complete.
We further aim to expand the explainability of our model
down to its granular detail along with continuous learning.
The dynamic adapting capability of a model would increase
its resilience and could be a fruitful area for further work. Such
a resilient model can perform better towards variable product
trends, seasonality shifts, and unforeseen disruptions.
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